HOLD A SUCCESSFUL VIRTUAL
SHAREHOLDER MEETING
Corporate governance and legal professionals around the world have risen to meet new challenges as
uncertainty and change threatened their business objectives. When it comes to your annual meeting, you need
an experienced global provider to help you stay a step ahead of unknown variables and track to your company’s
risk framework. You want a partner that enables you to leverage vast virtual and hybrid meeting experience to
ensure you have a successful event. Having successfully hosted more than 1,400 virtual meetings in the first
half of 2020, we have just the solution.
With Computershare, your secure and reliable virtual meeting platform will be custom-branded and designed for ease
of access. You control who attends, participates and votes, with attendance authentication, dedicated dial-in lines and
voting technology. We make it as easy as possible — from pre-meeting investor communications and preparation to
post-meeting reporting. You can also:

Promote enhanced
shareholder
engagement

Communicate via text,
digital or physical mail,
online chat, IVR, client
service reps and microsites

Manage live,
interactive Q&A

Enable real-time investor
voting and reports
through InvestorVoteTM

Host and display
meeting materials
on web-based portal

Choose from audio, visual
and video webcast options

Playback and post
meeting recording

Improve transparency
and auditability

A partner that will help you manage risk and avoid disruption during your annual meeting

Computershare will support you and your meeting through the unexpected. We will:

Computershare
reinvests 12% of
annual revenue back
into its systems
300+ million emails blocked
due to malicious content

Provide continuous,
uninterrupted, high quality
service as our top priority

Enable secure communications and
confidential document sharing with
remote directors with BoardWorksTM.
Learn more: cgsboardworks.com.

Abide by meticulously crafted and
rigorously tested business continuity
plans as necessary

Give you an understanding of your
investors’ evolving ESG priorities and
policies with Georgeson advisory services.
Learn more: georgeson.com.

8,000 hours spent by
staff on security e-learning
While virtual annual meetings have been trending upward in
recent years, the global COVID-19 pandemic significantly increased

In 2020, Computershare
U.S. engaged with the SEC
to help more issuers take
advantage of ‘Notice and
Access’ and reduce the risk
associated with disruption
to proxy mailings

the number of virtual meetings held in 2020. Here is a look at
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virtual meeting adoption in the U.S.:
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To learn more, visit computershare.com
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